Delivering Cost-Effective Learning Solutions

Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC) is an independent, nonprofit, applied scientific research and development professional services organization providing innovative management and technology-based solutions. For over 25 years, CTC has been a proven provider of innovative training solutions and has served the diverse learning needs of many Department of Defense (DoD) and U.S. Government partners.

CTC is a leading provider of exceptional, creative and forward-leaning education and training products that enhance and enrich our clients, their staffs and their organizational goals. CTC has been a proven provider of innovative solutions and technology that incorporate the latest learning techniques and recognized industry standards, enabling our clients to meet ever-growing and diversified training requirements. Our learning experts possess the advanced knowledge and hard-won experience necessary to conceptualize, develop and deliver innovative learning solutions on multiple technological platforms – all of it custom-tailored for the individual - and team-training needs of our clients and their budgets.

Concurrent Technologies Corporation
Education, Training & Creative Services

Education & Training
- Instructional Design
- Blended Learning
- Mobile Learning
- Individual & Team Training
- Curriculum Development
- Instructor-led Training
- Learning Evaluation
- Exercise Development & Support
- Front End Analysis

Learning Technologies
- Immersive Simulation
- Content Development and Authoring
- Small Group Training
- 3D Immersive Environments and Avatars
- Collaborative Learning Environments
- Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality
- Game Design & Development
- Decision Making Simulations
- Repositories & Registries
- Learning Management Systems & Content Management Systems

Creative Services
- Graphic Design
- 2D Graphics
- 3D Animations and Illustrations
- Print Media
- Communications Media
- Video Production
- Audio Production and Voice Over
- 2D and 3D Animation
- Creative Writing

How We Work
CTC is a trusted partner working with people, processes, tools and technology to provide the best possible solutions to each of our clients. After defining the unique processes, procedures and standards best suited to achieve a client’s goals, we maximize return on investment with specialized education and training content that is perfectly paired with accompanying tools and technology. Our clearly-articulated training standards provide the structure and support necessary to efficiently and effectively manage and execute each client’s training polices, eliminating redundancy and encouraging reuse and cross-organizational support. This stretches every training dollar to the fullest extent. Overall, our strategic, client-centered, analytical approach results in multi-level, adaptive solutions that meet all identified instructional, technical and functional requirements – now and far into the future.

Our Training Tools & Technology
CTC’s full array of learning solutions incorporate online, mobile and classroom-based learning methodologies, providing learners with unique educational benefits of each delivery strategy. Our creative design approaches do not stop with learning platforms but extend to content as well. We deliver solutions for both individuals and teams that incorporate technology-based content strategies encompassing video, gaming, simulations, 3-D modeling, scenario-based activities, and collaborative tools and activities. The result is genuine user-engagement that immerses learners in the training content. This approach simultaneously challenges and motivates each learner’s efforts by greatly enhancing their training experience. The outcome is the kind of long-term information retention, attitudinal adjustment and operational enhancement among trained staffs that can build upon an organization’s capabilities, performance and culture. All of our solutions are implemented and delivered in accordance with the latest standards and approaches. These include Interactive Multimedia Instructional (IMI) Levels I-IV, Section 508 compliance, and SCORM for use in many varied and diverse deployments.

Contacts
- Julie Adcock, Director, Education, Training & Creative Services, (814) 269-6288, adcockj@ctc.com

www.ctc.com